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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. rhaetr

2. iraevetl

3. ippreaads

4. thu

5. aegcnlehl

6. ivalus

7. twhdi

8. errpepa

9. rrgaeiac

10. naetidic

11. ncesda

12. dfon

13. ecglrai

14. nobbir

1. On the contrary.

2. A person who belongs to the same family 

as someone else.

3. To be no longer seen.

4. A small house or shelter made of grass, 

mud, or logs.

5. An invitation to enter into a fight or other 

contest of skill.

6. Having to do with sight or seeing.

7. The length of something from one side to 

the other.

8. To make ready.

9. A vehicle with wheels that is covered or 

enclosed and is used for carrying people.

10. To show or point out.

11. To go upward; climb; rise.

12. Having or expressing tender or loving 

feelings.

13. A large mass of ice formed in cold regions 

from compacted snow and very slowly 

moving down a slope or across land.

14. A narrow strip or band of colorful material 

used to hold the hair or to tie up presents.
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Jumbled Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. rhaetr rather

2. iraevetl relative

3. ippreaads disappear

4. thu hut

5. aegcnlehl challenge

6. ivalus visual

7. twhdi width

8. errpepa prepare

9. rrgaeiac carriage

10. naetidic indicate

11. ncesda ascend

12. dfon fond

13. ecglrai glacier

14. nobbir ribbon

1. On the contrary.

2. A person who belongs to the same family 

as someone else.

3. To be no longer seen.

4. A small house or shelter made of grass, 

mud, or logs.

5. An invitation to enter into a fight or other 

contest of skill.

6. Having to do with sight or seeing.

7. The length of something from one side to 

the other.

8. To make ready.

9. A vehicle with wheels that is covered or 

enclosed and is used for carrying people.

10. To show or point out.

11. To go upward; climb; rise.

12. Having or expressing tender or loving 

feelings.

13. A large mass of ice formed in cold regions 

from compacted snow and very slowly 

moving down a slope or across land.

14. A narrow strip or band of colorful material 

used to hold the hair or to tie up presents.


